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SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS AT SHEFFIELD

RED ARMY DAY

The following is the text of the speech of Sir

Stafford Crimps, Minister cf Aircraft Production,

at the Red Amy Day Meeting at Sheffield: -

This Day has been arranged especially by His Majesty’s Government for the

people of Great Britain to pay a tribute to the prowess of the Red Army of our

Soviet Allies, No praise or flattery that we could voice would add to the achieve-

ments of the Red Army or magnify the invariance of the part which Soviet soldiers,

airmen, sailors and industrial workers are playing in the history of the world*

"Deeds speak more trumpet-lake than words," The deeds of the Red Army have spoken
and speak today as the deeds of our own fighting have spoken and together with

an ever-growing crescendo, they will blare out again and again, until the close bait

alliance of the United Nations has forced upon the Axis powers that "unconditional

surrender” which was the key-note of the Casablanc.
..

Conference,

On this day of grateful recognition of the bravery, heroism and determination

of the Red Amy, you will perhaps allow me, for a few moments, to look back into

my own memories.

I have had the privilege of a closer association than any of you hero with the

Soviet people and the Soviet leaders* I even ventured, on my return from Russ
ia,

upon some prophecy of the Soviet achievement, and I think I may at least claim that

I was more nearly accurate in that forecast than Hitler or Goebbels,

I have seen the flower of the Red Army gathered in great parades on the Red

Square; I have seen then inarching through Moscow to the front when that front was

almost within artillery range of the city itself; on the long and slow journey from

Moscow to Kuibyshev, when we were hidden to evacuate Modcow against all our

inclinations and pleas. I have witnessed train after train of reserves cheerfully
hastening to the front for that first great offensive stroke which drove Hitler back

from the gates of Moscow, and later in Kuibyshev itself, I saw those reserves that

were being assembled and trained day in and day out to form that vast Soviet Amy
which is now sweeping forward reconquering the Caucasus and the Ukraine.

Never have I doubted their capacity or their determination. I was always
confident that in the long run they would be victorious, whatever cost, ever the

aggressive hordes of the Nazis*

I have met some, of their leaders, and I have noted the iron will and the

unruffled steel-like purpose of their supreme commander Stalin, For his courage,
his ceaseless labours, his leadership and his consummate skill, we and the world

owe the deepest debt of gratitude.

In the dark days of retreat his leadership in the Soviet Union was as remarkable

and as inspiring as was that of our own Prime Minister in the days of Dunkirk, I

could pay no higher tribute than that to any man.

It is, I think, most fitting on this "Red Army” day that we should review our

own effort as allies and try to express to the Red Arty and the people cf the Soviet

Union something of our own thoughts and feelings towards them.

On this topic, so all-important far the future of the world, we should be frar

end open for it is only upon such a foundation that true friendship and under-

standing can be based*

The Russian revolution during the last war was one of the greatest upheavals

in the world* s history, and by it was Inaugurated an experiment in the social,

political and economic sphere covering one sixth cf the land area of the globe

and a population of nearly 200 million people.

It is not surprising that people in other countries varying views a

to what that upheaval meant, what its outcome might be, and how it might affect

their own country, and indeed their own personal lives.
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Knowledge of its progress was scarce and partial; such knowledge as there

was in this country tended to be highly distorted and coloured. There were

those who, with unbounding enthusiasm for the experiment, tried to exaggerate its

achievements beyond, reason, while at the other extreme were those who, disliking
its political direction and fearing its repercussions ontheir own country,
emphasised the difficulties and failures that were encountered, and minimised
the Importance of what hod in fact been accomplished.

I have always tried myself, perhaps because of a scientific training, to

take on objective view of world events and of this epoch-making experiment in

particular. To realise thetremendous fact of this amazing development and to

studyit for what it can tench us of good and of had alike.

This tendency before this war to take extreme pro- or anti- views divided

the people of our nation in their attitude towards the Soviet Union. That

division of opinion carried forward into the early stages of this great war,
even after the Soviet Union was attacked by Hitler, subconsciously affected

our relations, The British people were overjoyed when the Soviet Union become

our ally in June 1941, and hey endorsed wholeheartedly the inspiring broadcast

in which Mr. Winston Churchill welcomed our new alliance and pledged our whole-

hearted support to the people of the Soviet Union.

But, there still remained soma who had so convinced themselves that the new

Soviet regime was incapable of creating a strong and efficient organisation, that,
despite their good wishes, they could not realise the strength of our new ally.

The early set-backs, due to the suddenness of the German attack and the

comparative unpreparedness of the Russian people, seemed to confirm these gloomy
view's and to justify their depressing estimate of the power of the Soviet Union.

Nowall those doubts have passed away, and there cannot be a single person

left in this country who has not realised the amazing vigour and efficiency of

cur Soviet Allies.

whether we personally admire or disapprove the methods by which that

strength has been organised, the fact of its achievement is beyond denial.

I believe that this realisation has led many people to re-assess their

whole attitude towards the Soviet Government and the Soviet people* They

recognise that though the Soviet methods may be very different from our own,
and such that they would not welcome for our adoption, yet the results attained

are not so much unlike our own as seme would have had us believe in earlier days.

Our people too, have passed through the testing fire of defeat and retreat.

Standing alone and unaided they saved the civilistion of the world. Numerically

inferior to our enemies, comparatively unarmed, with far smaller industrial

resources, through a long critical period of danger, our leadership and the

courage of our people brought us unconquered, and safe through every trial and

suffering*

We, like our Soviet Allies fighting for a better and happier world, triumphed

over disaster and defeat, and now together we will triumph in a victory ever the

forces of evil, a victory for the cause of the common man*

That ..is - why today there is in this country a new outlook upon our relations

with the Soviet Union, born of our common suffering and bur .common purpose*

This new relationship - and it is I believe a truly new relationship shared

by the vast, majority of cur people is shown in three ways I believe. Hirst,

cur determination to do our utmost in every way to help our Soviet Allies in

the common struggle-against the enemy. This determination has been most

forcibly reiterated by the Prime Minister in his speech in the House of Commons

on his return from the Casablanca conference. Let no remind you of his words.
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"....our duty is to aid to the utmost in our power the magnificent, tremendous

effort of Russia and to try to draw-the enemy and the enemy* s air force from the

Russian front. This is accepted as the first of cur objectives once the needs of the

anti-U-boat warfare are met in such a way as to enable us to act aggressively. "

Second, by the signing of the Anglo-Soviet Treaty of co-operation for twenty

years after the war, a most significant act for the future of the world, and third,

by the realisation that the great Russian experiment is indeed worthy of the most

careful study as from it we may learn much that will be of advantage to our own

country in the future.

Let me/then say a few words about each of these three aspects of cur friendship with

the Soviet Union.

I have been as anxious as any person in this audience, from the very moment

that the Soviet Union was attacked, that we should do our utmost to give every atom

of help that we could. There are two ways in which we can help our allies; first

by sending them supplies which they need both of munitions and of materials, and

second by engaging ourselves in active operations,which will draw off the enemy’s

strength from the Russian front.

There is, however, a practical limit to our capacity in both directions, and,

naturally, the more materials we send to the Soviet Union the less we have to use

ourselves or to arm new forces which we can raise to fight the enemy.

Since the United States of America came into the war, the situation has under-

gone a great change. They, as well as ourselves, are able to help the Soviet Union

in both directions. Though we must not forget that the entry of America into the

war created very great temporary difficulties, since tie whole picture in the pacific

was completely changed, great areas from which we had drawn valuable raw materials

were lost to us and the problems of air combined shipping became mioh more acute.

So far as we are concerned, as a nation, all mobility of supplies or of

personnel depends upon sea transport, and this has been one of the limiting factors

in our capacity to assist Russia.

But despite that we can, I believe, be proud of what we have accomplished and

of what we have helped our American allies to do, I say what we have helped cur

American allies to do, because we have been responsible almost entirely for the

Arctic convoys which have carried the majority ofsupplies to the Soviet Union,

No words of mine can ever describe the magnitude of the debt that we owe to

the British, Russian, American and other seamen of the mercantile marines that have

manned the ships carrying cargoes to the Soviet Union. I have myself travelled

that arctic route in the bitter perpetual night of winter end have some idea of who

it must moan to sail in those convoys. Many a widow and orphan and many a legless

seaman can tell you the price that is paid for immersion in that sea when a vessel

is sunk by aircraft or by U-boat.

Our Navy shares our gratitude for the immense success of their task in escorting

those convoys. There have been losses, but despite the losses hundreds of thousand

of tons of the most valuable cargoes have been safely delivered.

Sometimes it has been suggested that the risks are too great to ask cur seamen

to accept, but we know the temper of our seamen’s hearts and provided we do our

utmost to give them every protection, which we have done, and shall do, we know

that they would agree with the Prime Minister, who believes that we must take

every risk short of disaster to assist our Soviet Allies.

There are other routes of supply as well, over which great quantities of goods

have passed. These goods, tanks, aeroplanes, lorries, guns, shells, machine tools

explosives, medical supplies, metals, and a host of ethers, have come some of them

from British factories, some from Dominion factories, and many from America, Glad

have our industrial workers made their contribution to this help to their Soviet

fellow-workers and nowhere more gladly than in Sheffield, Your city is renowned

throughout the world for the skill of its craftsmen and it has long had a notable

trade connection with Soviet Russia,

Even during cur great industrial depression, Russia continued to place big

orders in Sheffield for machine tools. This helped in difficult times to maintain

work and experiment on specialised steel production, with valuable results be

ourselves when our rearmament programme started. /There
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There can bo no doubt too that Sheffeild's contribution to the equipment
of Russian facteries has played an important part in making the splendid Soviet

effort possible.

I cannot, give you detailed all the quantities of writ we have sent, but

1st me give you two figures that will indicate to those who know how great are

cur own needs that we have indeed roads large sacrifices to fulfil our promises
to the Soviet Union.

Of British tanks we have sent just under 3,000, and of aeroplanes just

over 3,000*

Last summer when we were being so hard pressed in the Middle and Far East,
it was no easy natter for our own forces to forego the much-needed reinforcements

so thatwe might not let down our Soviet Allies *

That is one port of our contribution, material supplies*

The second part is the drawing off of energy forces from the Russian front*

This has been donein two distinct ways. By engaging and retaining enemy

air forces in the west, and south of Europe, and in North Africa and by engaging
land troops and naval units.

This latter effort, the engaging of enemy Naval units is oftenoverlooked

in this regard. Everything that we can do by way of sending material supplies

to the Soviet Uniondepends not only upon keeping open the sea-routes to the

Soviet Union itself, but also upon keeping open our own sea -routes so that we can

pot the essential row materials with which to manufacture the supplies for Russia.

This contribution which we have made, the brilliant achievementof our far-

stretched Navy, is not always understood by our Soviet Allies, who have no similar

problem themselves.

We here can understand, what a tremendous part of our war effort is con-

stituted by the acbthLuhs of our navy and our mercantile marine, and how great
have been our losses in these services and in our air force be maintain, the never

ending battle of the seas. It is essential for the safety of our Soviet Allies

and both in its negative aspect, the blockade of our enemies, and, its positive

aspect, the keeping open of our own supply lines and those to Russia it has boon

and is a very large contribution of effort by our people.

In the air too, we have contributed very much. The unceasing sorties by
our aircraft over Germany, and the occupied countries of Western Europe, over

Italy and Northern Africa have Drought great losses in material and in aircraft

to the Axis, have retained a large proportion of their air forces away from the

Russian front aid have kept literally millions of Germans and Italians on anti-

aircraft, searchlights, civil defence, fire services and a host of other

defensive activities.

You know as well as I do the heavy losses in the Royal Air Force and amongst

civilians; that we have suffered as a result cf these air battles, losses which

we rejoice to know have relieved, the pressure of the Luftwaffe upon our Russian

Allies, and have destroyed a part of the industrial war machine of cur enemies.

Finally we come to the question of lard forces. In this respect one thing
is. certain, it would have helped no one for us to have indulged in a fresh Dunkirk

or a further disastrous defeat in Western Europe.

What we have done is toexert the maximum pressure that we could at the point
where it is most effective, having regard to the forces we have available.

There is no place where it is more expensive for the Axis to fight than in

North Africa, Their losses in transporting troops and supplies have been and

are very great andtheir losses in prisoners and casualties have also been large.

The taking of the initiative in NorthAfrica has beena great contribution to

the combinedeffort.

/Beyond
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Beyond that I can add nothing to what Mr. Churchill has said in the House of

Commons: -

”When I look at all that Russia is doing and the vast achievements of

the Soviet Armies, I should feel myself below the level of events if

I were not sure in my heart and conscience that everything in human

power is Being done and will he done to bring British and American

forces into action against the enemy with the utmost speed and energy

and on the largest scale,”

So much then for our aid to the Soviet Union, willingly given by the whole

British people, help, which we would all have wished to be greater were it possible,
but given in fact to the very limit of cur powers.

Let me new turn to the secondpoint, our treaty of friendship for the post-

war period. This is no camouflage, no trick of diplomacy to encourage our friends

or alarm our enemies, but a solemn declaration of purpose on behalf of the British

people. Me no longer have any doubts or reservations as to cur full and friendly

association with the people of the Soviet Union in the great formative period

which, will follow this war. We have put aside all cur inhibitions and prejudices,

we have openly and formally welcomed an alliance - not merely to fight a common

enemy - but to help in the construction of a hotter civilisation after the war.

Our relations with the Soviet Union are today completely different from what

they were in those difficult and dubious days between the wars. Those relations

will not after the war revert to that uncertain and dangerous state, but will be

based upon the new treaty of friendship and alliance.

In this new relationship between what will be the two most important European

nations after the war lies a great hope for the future, more especially when it is

coupled with the similar intentions of cur people in their relationships with

America and China,

Then thirdly I come to the new outlook which we have towards the great Russian

experiment. They would not ask us to regard it as Utopian, it is much more

practical and human than that. The outstanding fact of that experiment is that it

has produced a victorious nation. Our methods are not perfect either though they

too will produce a victorious nation. On every hand today we hear suggestions
for improvements and for bettering the conditions of cur own people and those

peoples for whom all over the world we have assumed the responsibility of Government,

¥e must, I believe, attempt to loam what lessons we can from cur allies.

Each nation must work out its own salvation in its own way, neither we nor cur

allies desire to dictate to one another methods of internal government or

organisation. But it is a foolish people that will not learn from the great

experiments of history and that will not adopt what is good in those experiments
for its own purposes and its own development.

Our new treaty of friendship and alliance with the Soviet Union ought to

make it easier for both of our countries to exchange ideas and to loam from one

another. If we can do this fully and frankly, then, perhaps cut of the turmoil

of war and the efforts of reconstruction we may indeed build up a happier and

more peaceful civilisation which will have made our suffering and our losses

worth while.

We ourselves are already adapting cur methods to the new circumstances

developed by the war, and we shall, if we are wise, see to it that we do not

lose the benefits of those adaptations when the war is over.

He have realised that with the growth of education and intelligence amongst

cur people we must more and more bring them - from whatever class they come - into

the planning and organising of cur productive processes.

The one most essential factor for our post-war prosperity is that we should

not waste any part of our productive effort in unemployment, We shall be less

than ever able to afford any such luxury of waste and we must be prepared to

adapt our- organisation of industry to this single all-importent end.

/Our own
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Our own war effort and that of our allies has shown us how, when the

interest of the- nation is held to over-ride all private and less important

interests, we can make use of every part of our productive effort, be must

be prepared to face these problemswithout either inhibitions or hasty and ill-

considered experimentation, be have now a great store of experience and

from that experience in our own and other countries we can build up the.best

plans and methods for the future.

In two particular ways we have started to develop along the right lines.

The whole of our organisation of scientific effort has become more inte-

grated and we are today making a fuller use of our scientific personnel than

ever before, be are beginning to learn how to fit in the scientist and the

administrator both in Government employ and in industry. be are linking more

closely too, the scientist and the personnel of the fighting services, and from

this experience we shall learn hew to make the best use of our scientific

resources.

If we are to take our place in the post-war development of industry and of

services, ire shall have to extend greatly our education in its higher spheres.

In this too we can learn from our Soviet as well as from our American allies.

be have started too upon a democratisation of our industrial organisation.

Today by agreement between the Trade Unions and the Employers’ Federations, and

with the whole-hearted support of the Government, Joint Production Committees

have been set up) in a great number of productive units and are being encouraged

by all the more enlightened amongst the employers.

These are not intended to usurp the functions of the management, who must

be responsible for the organisation and discipline of industry, but rather to

bring to the assistance of production all the ideas and suggestions which exist

in the rich store of experience of the workers.

Like all experiments in democracy this will have its difficulties, but its

importance is, to my view, so great that we must do our best to overcome those

difficulties and to make the experiment a successful and universally adopted

method of industrial organisation.

In those and other ways, we are moving slowly forward, but much remains

still to be done. There is much to be planned nationally and internationally,
in association with our allies before we can even begin to visualise the outlines

of that better civilisation for which We hope and for which manyof us are

determined to work.

In all these efforts we look forward to the co-operation of our Soviet

allies, a co-operation that we welcome all the more because of the heroism, the

courage and the unflagging determination that the Red Army - the army of the Soviet

people - has shown in these last 18 months of war.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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